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 In the past month, we have seen a lot of 

good and bad news. We lost our beloved 

Notorious Ruth Bader Ginsberg. We have seen 

that COVID-19 does not discriminate whether 

you're an Independent, Democrat, Republican 

or even the President of the United States. We 

have endured and persevered in these tough 

times. As Democrats we are all motivated to 

cast our vote and elect Joe Biden and 

Kamala Harris as our next President and Vice 

President. 

 For my own personal final push, I attended 

a training offered through the Coordinated 

Campaign called OutreachCircle. This allowed 

me to download an app on my phone to reach 

my contacts so that I could either text or 

email them. Each week there’s a new voter 

message that I can send  to them. Initially, I 

wasn’t that enthusiastic about sharing my 

contacts, but after I found out that the app 

does not collect and save their information, I was 

satisfied. The training was only one-hour 

training, and it was fantastic!  

 The training sessions are on Wednesdays and 

Thursdays at 6:00PM. If you're interested, just email 

redlandsdems@gmail.com.  

 Let’s have a victorious election to flip the Senate, 

keep the House and win the presidency! 
 

Lorraine Enriquez 

RADC President 

F 
ellow Democrats, here we go toward 

the countdown of one of the most 

important elections of our time. This is 

our last newsletter before the 

elections. Collectively, as a club we have been 

very active with postcard writing, texting, and 

phone banking. We mailed 2,000 mailers to 

Redlands and Highland and delivered 200 door 

hangers in Loma Linda. We sold 100 Biden-

Harris yard signs and attended more Zoom 

meetings than we care to admit. I imagine 

that all of you all have done your own 

volunteering. We have done as much as we 

can. I’m a proud Democrat and proud of you 

as members of this club for all that you have 

done and are doing.  

President’s message 

 GENERAL MEETING PROGRAM SPEAKER  
 

 

Our next meeting will be held on Saturday, 

October 10. Our speaker is Niki Dettman, 

Voter Services Chair, League of Women 

Voters  of San Bernardino Area, who will 

speak on the pros and  cons of all California 

propositions that will appear on the 

November 3 ballot. 

   

https://redlandsareadems.org/
mailto:redlandsdems@gmail.com


Seal it. 
Secure your ballot inside the envelope from your 
county elections office. 

Sign it. 
Make sure the signature on your ballot 
envelope matches the one on your CA driver 
license/state ID, or the one you provided when 
registering. Your county elections office will 
compare them to protect your vote. 

Return it. 
By mail—Make sure your ballot is postmarked 
by November 3, 2020. No stamp required! 
OR 
In person—Drop your ballot off at a secure drop 

box, polling place, vote center, or county elections 

office by 8:00 p.m. on November 3, 2020. 

Track it. 
Sign up at wheresmyballot.sos.ca.gov for alerts 
by text (SMS), email, or voice call on the status of 

your vote-by-mail ballot 

 
Voters who can vote by mail will help ensure 

safe physical distancing at voting locations.  
Voting locations will be available in all counties 

before Election Day. Voting locations will offer voter 

registration, replacement ballots, accessible voting 

machines, and language assistance. 
 
VOTE SAFE at Early Voting Locations.  
One or more early voting locations will be available 

in many counties for at least four days beginning 

the Saturday before the November 3, 2020, election. 

Voting locations will offer voter registration, replacement 
ballots, accessible voting machines, and language 

assistance. 

 
You can help keep voting locations safe for 
voters and election workers in these three ways: 
 

Skip the line 
You can return completed ballots by mail with no 
stamp needed, at a secure ballot drop box, or at 

a voting location. Voting locations will have 

separate lines for voters dropping off completed 

ballots. Find a nearby drop box or voting location 
at CAEarlyVoting.sos.ca.gov 

 

Vote Early  
If you visit a voting location in person, go before 

Election Day to help with physical distancing. 
One or more voting locations in many counties will 

be open for at least four days beginning the 

Saturday before Election Day. 
 

Follow safety procedures  
Protect your health and the health of other voters and 
election workers at voting locations by taking the 
following precautions: 
~ VOTING LOCATION SAFETY CHECKLIST ~ 

Wear a face covering while at the voting 
location. 

Keep 2 arm’s length distance from other 
people. 

Wash hands before and after entering the 
voting location. 

Use hand sanitizer after touching doors or 
voting equipment. 

Bring a ballpoint pen to avoid touching 
high-contact surfaces. 

Want more information about how to 
stay safe while voting? Review Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention guidelines 
at www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/
community/election-polling-locations.html 
 
Voters who can vote by mail will help ensure safe 

physical distancing at voting locations. County 

elections offices will begin sending vote-by-mail 

ballots to California voters beginning October 5, 

2020. Ballots returned by mail must be 

postmarked by November 3, 2020; ballots 

returned at a secure ballot drop box must be 

deposited by 8:00 p.m. on November 3, 2020. 
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Voting by mail is SAFE and EASY. (https://voterguide.sos.ca.gov/) 

October 5 
Mailing vote-by-mail 
ballots begins 
 
October 19 
Last day to register to 
vote. You can ‘conditionally’ 
register and vote at your 
county elections office or 
voting location after the 
15-day registration 
deadline. 

November 3 
Election Day! 

https://california.ballottrax.net/voter/
https://caearlyvoting.sos.ca.gov/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/election-polling-locations.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/election-polling-locations.html
https://voterguide.sos.ca.gov/


The Voting Disaster Ahead: Intentional voter suppression and 
unintentional suppression of the vote will collide in November. 

Adam Harris 

June 30, 2020 

 

 On June 9, primary day, hundreds of people 

surrounded Park Tavern, a sprawling brewery and 

restaurant in Atlanta’s Piedmont Park. They 

queued in six-foot increments, and the line 

wrapped around the parking lot. Two nearby 

polling locations were closed, so this was where 

16,000 Atlantans were slated to cast their ballots. 

Across the metro area, more than 80 voting 

locations had been closed or consolidated over 

concerns about the coronavirus. What’s worse: 

The new state-ordered voting machines had 

stopped working. 

 Some people waited for more than three hours 

to vote; others left before casting their ballots. 

Georgia’s meltdown was not an anomaly. The 

2020 primary began with a malfunctioning app in 

the Iowa caucus, rendering the first-in-the-nation 

contest moot. One month later, on Super Tuesday, 

voters met hours-long waits in Los Angeles, 

Houston, Dallas, and Sacramento. Another month 

passed, thousands of Americans were dying of the 

coronavirus, and state officials began canceling 

primaries. Wisconsin’s state legislature forced its 

April primary through anyway. 

Milwaukee voters stood masked 

in a hailstorm, waiting to vote 

at one of just five polling 

places. Any other year would 

have seen 180 voting 

locations. 

 The widespread failures during 

the primary elections foreshadow a potentially 

disastrous November election. States such as New 

York have been racing to make accommodations 

for voting by mail. But other states are making 

voting more difficult for residents: Oklahoma is 

fighting to keep its law requiring that absentee 

ballots be notarized; Texas will not accept medical 

vulnerability to the coronavirus as sufficient 

grounds for absentee voting. Even though greater 

access to the vote might help a sizable number of 

Donald Trump’s voters, this opposition to it comes 

from the top. “Mail ballots, they cheat,” the 

president has said. 

 The barriers to ballot access were unacceptable 

before the pandemic, Leah Aden, an attorney for 

the NAACP Legal Defense Fund who is actively 

litigating several voting-rights cases, told me. 

Black voters, on average, wait 45 percent longer 

to vote than white voters; Latino voters wait 46 

percent longer.* One study, from the American 

Civil Liberties Union of Florida, found that Black 

and Latino voters in Florida were more than two 

times as likely to have their mail-in ballots 

rejected as white voters—because of a mix of 

voter error and how the state processes ballots. 

To leave that already flawed system unchanged in 

a pandemic is injurious, Aden said. “The failure to 

operate in the context that we’re in, which is a 

pandemic, and proactively use your resources to 

address the emergence of that: That is also a 

form of voter suppression.” 

 Several states, such as Georgia, Virginia, and 

Massachusetts, have reported record turnout for 

their primary elections, and will probably see 

double to triple that in the general. “It’s likely that 

we’re not going to fix these problems by 

November,” Michael McDonald, a professor at the 

University of Florida who studies elections, told 

me. “In some cases, there really aren’t any good 

solutions.” 

 More polling places will not magically appear. 

The average poll worker is more than 60 years 

old—and therefore vulnerable to COVID-19. In 

Wisconsin, roughly 7,000 poll 

workers said they would not 

work during the April election 

because of their fears of the 

coronavirus. Voters had to 

scramble to find new polling 

places, and figure out ways to 

get to them. The result? Long 

lines and a spike in absentee voting. 

 “Habituation is one of the things that makes 

people vote,” Henry Brady, who studies electoral 

politics at UC Berkeley, told me. Some people are 

encouraged to vote because it’s easy enough to 

do. In 2011, Brady and a team of researchers 

examined how changing polling places could affect 

the outcome of an election—and they found that 

alternating a location may have reduced voting by 

as much as 2 percent. Some people voted 

absentee instead of in person when their polling 

place was changed—but the study examined 

California, where an excuse is not required for 

absentee voting. “You’re probably going to lose a 

lot more voters in places where vote-by-mail is 

not as easy.” 

 During the 2016 primary, residents in Maricopa 

County, Arizona, faced voting delays of up to five 

Cont’d on page 4 
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hours. After state officials cut county budgets, 

Maricopa reduced its number of polling places by 

70 percent—from 200 to 60—meaning one 

polling place was available for every 21,000 

voters. Officials in dozens of other states, 

including Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and 

Alabama, similarly closed or changed polling 

locations. Before the Voting Rights Act was 

gutted in 2013, each of these states had 

previously fallen under the section of civil-rights 

legislation that allowed the federal government 

to block changes to elections that could 

adversely impact people of color in places with a 

history of disenfranchisement. When polling places 

are closed, many black and brown people are 

forced to travel farther to vote, at disproportionate 

rates, according to a report from the Legal Defense 

Fund. 

 The pandemic will result in an unusually large 

number of mail-in ballots come November. And if 

a voter forgets to sign the ballot envelope, if they 

sign the envelope but the signature does not 

match the one on file with the elections office, or 

even if an election official misreads information 

that is correctly written, a mail-in ballot can be 

discarded. In 2016, the United States Election 

Assistance Commission reported that more than 

300,000 mail-in ballots were rejected. “That 

number could be substantially higher—could be a 

million or more in 2020—if we don’t take action,” 

McDonald told me. “And even if we do take 

action, we’re still going to see an unusually large 

number of ballots rejected.” 

 The United States has operated elections amid 

public-health emergencies before. In 1918, 

campaigning was upended, public gatherings 

were limited, and voters were quarantined during 

the flu pandemic. The scramble to hold a fair 

election led to some hiccups. In one case, a local 

election’s outcome was flipped after the votes 

from an additional polling place—set up to allow 

quarantined students and teachers in Idaho to 

vote—were disregarded. The Idaho Supreme 

Court threw out the ballots, arguing that the 

polling station was illegitimate. 

 If history is a guide, America is careening 

toward a tumultuous November. And if Trump 

and Republicans want to exploit the pandemic for 

their benefit in the fall, they may have a public-

health excuse for doing so. 

 

# # # 

 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/

archive/2020/06/voter-suppression-novembers-

looming-election-crisis/613408/ 

 “My most fervent wish is that I will not be 

replaced until a new president is installed.” Such was 

the dying hope of Ruth Bader Ginsburg, a wish the 

Senate majority leader, Mitch McConnell, is 

determined to deny the late, great justice. 

 Recall: this is the same Mitch McConnell who, in 

the wake of Antonin Scalia’s death nine months 

before the 2016 election, solemnly announced: “The 

American people should have a voice in the selection 

of their next supreme court justice. Therefore, this 

vacancy should not be filled until we have a new 

president.” 

 Never mind that the “McConnell rule” lacked 

grounding in constitutional materials and historical 

practice. The constitution empowers the president to 

nominate justices and tasks the US Senate with 

confirming or rejecting them. In a 150-year span – 

from 1866 to 2016 – the Senate never once 

prevented a president from filling a US supreme 

court vacancy. But armed with a rule of his own 

invention and a Republican majority in the Senate, 

McConnell brazenly refused to so much as grant a 

hearing to Merrick Garland, Barack Obama’s 

eminently qualified nominee to fill the supreme court 

vacancy left by Scalia. 

 But no sooner had news of Ginsburg’s death broke 

than McConnell promised a Senate vote on Donald 

Trump’s replacement nominee – notwithstanding the 

fact that we are but six weeks removed from a 

presidential election and early voting has already 

started in some places. It 

turns out that the 

McConnell rule had a 

serious catch – it only applies 

when different parties 

control the Senate and the 

White House. And so the 

McConnell non-rule can be 

stated crisply: Republican incumbents in election 

years get to fill supreme court vacancies, but not 

Democrats. 

 To accuse McConnell of breathtaking hypocrisy is 

to waste our breath. The charge sticks only if the 

hypocrite feels a tug of conscience for failing to 

follow their pronounced principles. In McConnell’s 

case, one senses nothing but a cynical, chuckling 

pride in applying and abandoning made-up rules to 

justify whatever result he wants. 

 And chuckle he should. McConnell’s cynical distortion of 

the Senate’s role in judicial confirmations has served his 
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In the battle over the US 
Supreme Court, Democrats 
can still have the last laugh 

Lawrence Douglas 

September 19, 2020 
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party well. In 2017, McConnell used the so-called 

“nuclear option” to end debate on Neil Gorsuch’s 

nomination to the supreme court. (Gorsuch was 

Trump’s pick to fill the vacancy that Obama had 

chosen Garland to fill.) McConnell insisted this was 

simply payback for Harry Reid’s use of the same 

option, in 2013, to remove obstacles to Obama’s 

lower federal court appointments.  

 But McConnell’s tit-for-tat argument obscured how 

he and his fellow Senate Republicans had weaponized 

the use of the filibuster during Obama’s presidency. 

From the time that cloture rules were introduced into 

the Senate in 1917 until the end of Ronald Reagan’s 

presidency, the filibuster was deployed 385 times. 

During Obama’s presidency, Senate Republicans 

launched over 500 filibusters, many of them to block 

Obama’s appointments to the federal bench. Reid’s 

use of the nuclear option was something of a 

desperate response to Republican obstructionism – or, 

more precisely, nullification. When it came to shutting 

down a Democratic filibuster of Gorsuch’s confirmation, 

McConnell then used the very poisoned conditions 

that he had helped create to justify a yet more 

extreme act of partisanship. 

 True, it isn’t a foregone conclusion that McConnell 

will be successful in his rush to replace Justice 

Ginsburg. The vetting and confirmation process can 

take weeks, even months. At present, McConnell 

presides over 53 Republican seats, and certain 

defections are possible, if not likely. Senator Susan 

Collins, a Maine Republican trailing in her re-election 

bid, has expressed reservations about a rushed, last-

minute confirmation. Senator Lisa Murkowski of 

Alaska has already gone on record as opposing the 

confirmation of a new justice before the election. 

 Yet the deeper question is not whether McConnell will 

be successful. It is how Democrats should respond if 

he is. The answer, of course, will turn on the results of 

the coming election. But should Democrats capture the 

White House and the Senate, they need to bear in 

mind that it is Congress and not the Constitution that 

sets the size of the supreme court.   

 In 1937, Franklin Roosevelt, frustrated by a hidebound 

supreme court that had struck down New Deal laws, 

proposed expanding the number of justices to fifteen. 

That court-packing plan was rightly rejected by 

Congress as a heavy-handed attempt to manipulate 

the court’s composition to generate specific political 

outcomes. 

 A new Democratic court-packing plan in 2021 would be 

prompted by a very different logic. Adding two 

additional justices to court’s ranks would simply 

counterbalance the abuse of constitutional rules that 

enabled the confirmation of Gorsuch and RBG’s 

replacement. Such an act would be a justified gesture 

of constitutional restoration, not usurpation. So much for 

Mitch McConnell’s chuckling. 
 

https://news.yahoo.com/battle-over-us-supreme-court-

180023453.html 

 President Donald Trump stood on a North Carolina 

tarmac earlier this month, Air Force One idling behind 

him, and urged his supporters to commit a crime. He 

said they should cast the ballots they received in the 

mail—just as he has done many times in the past—and 

then they should go to their polling place on Election 

Day and test the system by trying to vote again. “Let 

them send it in, and let them go vote,” Trump said. “If 

their system’s as good as they say it is, then obviously 

they won’t be able to vote.” 

 Officials in North Carolina were aghast. The executive 

director of the state’s board of elections, Karen Brinson 

Bell, issued a statement the next day explicitly warning 

North Carolinians not to follow the president’s advice. “It 

is illegal to vote twice in an election,” she said. “Attempting to 

vote twice in an election or soliciting someone to do so 

also is a violation of North Carolina law.” 

 Neither the location nor the timing of Trump’s remarks 

appeared to be a coincidence. North Carolina—the first 

state in the nation to mail out absentee ballots on a 

large scale—is where the general election unofficially 

begins. A few days after the president appeared there, 

counties across the state started sending more than 

700,000 ballots that voters initially requested by mail. 

That volume is more than 15 times the number of 

requests from the same time four years ago and 

represents about 15 percent of the total votes cast in 

North Carolina in 2016—a reflection of the record 

interest in voting by mail during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 This first mass mailing is providing the United 

States Postal Service with something of a test run, and 

despite the president’s mischief, North Carolina has 

recorded few election hiccups in the early going. 

 “It seems like things have been rolling out fairly 

well,” J. Michael Bitzer, a political scientist at North 

Carolina’s Catawba College who closely tracks the 

state’s elections, told me. More than 80,000 mail 

ballots have already been returned and accepted in 

North Carolina, and thousands pour into election offices 

every day. 

 Gerry Cohen, a member of the Wake County 

elections board, told me he received his ballot the day 

after the county started mailing them. “I was actually 

surprised,” he said. “That was much better service than 

I expected from the last couple of years from the U.S. 

Postal Service.” 

 That’s a rare endorsement for one of the nation’s 

most beleaguered agencies at the moment. The 2020 

election faces a cluster of overlapping challenges that 

could complicate voting over the next two months—

among them a deadly pandemic, litigation that’s 

delaying the mailing of ballots, and a president who is 

spreading disinformation about voting. The Postal Service, 

besieged by complaints about its new leader and changes to 
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Experts About the Postal 
Service 

Russell Berman 
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its operations, had been at the top of the list of concerns just 

a few weeks ago. Now, however, the mail might be the 

least of the election’s troubles. 

 Leaders of two major postal unions are considerably 

more confident about USPS’s ability—and commitment—to 

help carry out the election than they were a month ago, 

when changes to mail delivery slowed service and 

prompted Democrats to accuse the newly installed 

postmaster general, Louis DeJoy, of plotting to sabotage the 

vote at the behest of President Trump. Following a bipartisan 

outcry, DeJoy suspended many of the changes he had 

implemented or planned until after the election. More 

important, union officials told me, he reaffirmed the 

Postal Service’s long-standing policy of prioritizing and 

expediting election mail, and he brought union leaders 

onto a task force charged with ensuring the smooth 

running of an election that will feature a record flood of 

mail ballots. In essence, union officials said, the uproar 

worked to kick USPS into gear—at least until November. 

 “We will be fine,” Jim Sauber, the chief of staff of 

the National Association of Letter Carriers and a 

member of the expanded Postal Service election task 

force, told me in an interview. “At the moment, I’m 

feeling pretty good.” Over the summer, a flurry of reports 

from letter carriers and postal workers first alerted the 

public to unannounced changes in operations that had 

caused mail to pile up and trucks to go out nearly 

empty in some areas. There’s been “a dramatic drop” in 

those reports from the field, Sauber said, in the weeks 

since DeJoy announced a pullback on the overhaul he 

ordered shortly after taking office in 

June. 

 Of particular importance was 

DeJoy’s commitment to treat all 

ballots as first-class mail even if 

they’re purchased at less-expensive 

bulk rates, along with his vow to 

beef up staffing around election 

time to meet the expected surge 

of ballots, as the Postal Service 

has done in years past. 

 “I’m optimistic that the Postal 

Service is up to the task,” Mark Dimondstein, the 

president of the American Postal Workers Union, told me. 

“There’s more commitments and there’s more cooperation, 

and those are both very important things for making 

sure this works well.” 

 From the beginning, the Postal Service has insisted 

that it has both the capacity and the funding to handle 

a surge in mail ballots. The doubts have instead 

centered around DeJoy, a GOP donor who won the 

postmaster general’s job only after Trump was able to 

fill open seats on the USPS board of governors, which 

appointed DeJoy. In appearances before Congress last 

month, he defended the operational changes he ordered in 

the name of efficiency, even as he promised the Postal 

Service’s full support in facilitating mail-in voting. The 

postal unions remained concerned about the long-term 

impact of those changes, and in interviews over the 

past several days, I could detect a hint of frustration 

that the narrow, but understandable, focus on the 

election was obscuring their deeper worry about the 

direction of the USPS under DeJoy’s leadership. The 

APWU, for example, believes the Trump administration is on a 

mission to degrade public support for the Postal Service 

so it can put the agency up for sale. The public outcry 

over DeJoy’s overhaul has made that harder, but once 

the election is over, union leaders wonder, will people simply 

move on? 

 “We’re pleased there’s been some pullback on these 

policies between now and the election,” Dimondstein told 

me, “but the post office is not just about mail ballots, as 

important as they are. And it’s not just about now until 

November, as important as that is.” 

 I asked Dimondstein whether he trusted DeJoy. “Well, 

that’s kind of a loaded question,” he replied with a nervous 

laugh. “I’ve always said, and I’m going to continue to 

say, we have deep concerns about how he got there and 

what he represents and, obviously, what he’s doing,” 

Dimondstein told me. “He has said a lot of the right 

things, but how we judge him as postmaster general is 

by his deeds.” He recalled the wise words of an old friend 

who once told him, “Watch the feet.” 

 Not everything has gone smoothly for the Postal 

Service so far. Colorado is suing the agency over a 

postcard it sent to more than 160 million American 

voters encouraging them to request ballots from their 

state at least 15 days before the election. Because 

Colorado is one of several states that votes entirely by 

mail, it sends every registered voter a ballot automatically—

they don’t need to request one. Its secretary of state, 

Jena Griswold, said the USPS mailer would cause 

confusion among Colorado voters, 

“undermine confidence in the election” 

and suppress votes. She said that 

when she urged the Postal Service 

not to send the postcard to voters 

in Colorado, it refused. 

 A federal judge initially ruled in 

Colorado’s favor and issued an 

injunction against the Postal Service, 

although most of the postcards 

had already gone out. A person 

familiar with USPS operations told 

me the postcard mistake was a case of “complete 

incompetence.” Yet the incident appears to be an 

example of well-intentioned imprecision rather than 

malicious chicanery; like election officials and campaigns 

in both parties, the Postal Service is trying to encourage 

voters to plan ahead, particularly if they are voting by 

mail for the first time. “Our mailer was intended to be 

general, all-purpose guidance on the use of the mail, and 

not guidance on state rules,” USPS spokesperson Martha 

Johnson told me. 

 Many states will begin mailing out ballots to millions 

more voters over the next week, including in the 

battlegrounds of Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan, and 

Georgia. The biggest worries, however, are about delays 

and snafus that have little to do with the mail itself. In 

Pennsylvania, counties could not begin sending out 

ballots as early as state law allowed because the state 

supreme court had yet to rule on a lawsuit over whether 

the Green Party’s presidential ticket will appear on the 

ballot. The court issued its ruling against the Green Party 
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on Thursday, clearing the way for ballots to go out. 

(“We really don’t consider ourselves to be behind at this 

point,” Wanda Murren, a spokesperson for the 

Pennsylvania Department of State, told me before the 

ruling. “This is not big alarm bells going off.”) In 

Ohio, officials are still fighting over how many drop 

boxes will be deployed to make it easier for voters 

to submit their completed ballots. Wisconsin 

narrowly avoided a delay in the mailing of more 

than 1 million ballots after its supreme court ruled 

against adding the Green Party to the ballot, which 

would have forced counties to reprint ballots—a 

process that would have taken multiple weeks. 

 Another cause for concern is the millions of 

voters who will be participating by mail for the first 

time. In a few counties in North Carolina, as many 

as 10 percent of ballots have been rejected so far, 

in most cases because the voter did not have the 

signature of a witness as required by law. The rate 

of rejected ballots is higher for Black voters, which 

Bitzer and Cohen each said might be explained by 

the fact that Black voters are less likely to have 

voted by mail before. Election officials will follow up 

with voters whose ballots are rejected to help them 

correct the ballots so they can be counted, which is 

one reason why officials have been encouraging 

voters to return their ballots as early as possible. 

 Voters can return their ballots by mail or in 

person, and lines have already been forming at 

election offices in the state more than seven weeks 

ahead of Election Day. 

 (North Carolina does not allow drop boxes; two 

years ago, Republican operatives were caught illegally 

collecting absentee ballots in a voter-fraud scheme 

that led to the invalidation of a congressional 

election.) Gerry Cohen’s wife didn’t get her ballot 

for several days, a delay he attributed to the county 

sending out the initial ballots in waves, as opposed 

to all at once. Cohen mailed his ballot back and 

dropped off his wife’s in person. North Carolina has 

a ballot-tracking service that voters can sign up for, 

and at 6 a.m. the day after Cohen returned his wife’s 

completed ballot, she received both a recorded 

phone call and an email informing her that it had 

been accepted.  “We could have chosen a text, too,” 

Cohen told me, “but we figured two forms were 

enough.” 

 When I asked Cohen what worried him most 

about the election, his reply wasn’t the post office. 

Instead, he pointed toward the president:  “Misinformation 

and disinformation,” he told me. 

 A few days after we spoke, Trump seized on a 

local news report that officials in one North Carolina 

county had accidentally mailed parts of two ballots 

to a few hundred voters. “RIGGED ELECTION in 

waiting!” the president tweeted. The director of the 

Mecklenburg County board of elections called the 

snafu “more of an embarrassment than an issue” 

and noted that the state system would prevent 

someone from actually casting multiple ballots. 

 None of those issues fall under the purview of 

the Postal Service, which has scrambled in recent 

weeks to offer reassurance about its own role in the 

election. For now, DeJoy appears to have succeeded at 

least in quelling fears that his changes that slowed down 

the mail were implemented with the election in mind, as 

some Democrats charged. “I don’t have any real concerns 

that there’s a cabal out to undermine the election,” Sauber 

told me. He pointed to a simpler explanation, in which an 

inexperienced new boss came in and ordered an overhaul 

before he really understood the operation he was running. 

“He’s a logistics expert,” Sauber explained. “He thinks this 

is his sweet spot, his knowledge area, and he wanted to 

make a big splash and set the tone. What happened is a lot 

of managers ran wild trying to impress the new boss.” 

 Sauber told me he was more worried about the 

resurgence of the pandemic this fall, which could impact 

service if an outbreak forced postal workers or letter 

carriers off the job in a crucial region in the weeks before 

the election. “That’s a more likely danger than any kind of 

political sabotage,” he said. 

 In Iowa, a retail clerk from Waterloo named Kimberly Karol was 

one of the postal workers who sounded the alarm about mail 

piling up and the removal of sorting equipment over the 

summer. Karol, the president of the Iowa affiliate of the 

postal workers union, told me that not much had improved 

in the weeks since—with one notable exception. “As far as 

the election goes, I think it’ll go smoothly,” she told me. 

Karol said managers had begun to use overtime again to 

compensate for chronic staffing shortages, and she 

described how postal managers would coordinate with 

election officials to make sure ballots were the first mail 

delivered in the morning. “It’s going to be the election mail 

that’s going to be the highest priority. So I don’t see any 

issue with election mail,” Karol said. “My concern is for mail 

in general after that point.” 

# # # 

 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/09/postal-

service-election-2020/616390/  

Attribution: https://whowhatwhy.org/2020/08/23/an-
attempted-coup-in-slow-motion/  
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What Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s Death Could Mean For The 
Obamacare Hearing Nov. 10 

 The death of Ruth Bader Ginsburg is a tragedy 

for the country, which has lost a groundbreaking 

legal icon, and for the many causes she championed. 

 It could also be a tragedy for the millions of 

people who depend on the Affordable Care Act for 

health insurance because of a lawsuit that the 

Supreme Court is scheduled to hear on Nov. 10. 

 The case, now called California v. Texas, comes from 

Republican state officials and has the backing of 

President Donald Trump. It alleges that the 2010 

health care law known as Obamacare contains a 

fatal constitutional flaw, requiring 

the justices to wipe it off the 

books. 

 Figuring out how Ginsburg’s 

death will affect its prospects is 

not easy, and legal experts that 

HuffPost contacted Friday night 

cautioned that it may take a day 

or two to think through the 

scenarios. 

 One is that the Affordable Care Act survives 

without much fuss, the program goes on as it is, 

and nobody loses coverage. This lawsuit is so weak 

that even conservative legal experts who 

supported previous challenges think it has no 

basis. Several or all conservative justices might 

join liberals in rejecting it.  

 But the lawsuit has already prevailed in two 

lower court cases, both times because Republican-

appointed judges agreed with its rationale. And 

without Ginsburg, who was sure to uphold the law, 

the odds of the Affordable Care Act surviving go 

down.  

 That is true even if Republicans don’t manage 

to fill her seat before the hearing. One possibility 

now in play is a four-four tie. If that happens, two 

legal experts told HuffPost, then the Affordable 

Care Act could become something like a zombie 

statute ― one that is unconstitutional but that 

continues to operate while litigation continues 

before lower court judges. 

 “This should make people think again before 

(once again) saying that an absolutely ludicrous 

argument had no chance of destroying the ACA in 

SCOTUS,” Leah Litman, a University of Michigan law 

professor and former Supreme Court clerk, told HuffPost. 
 

What The Lawsuit Says 

 The alleged constitutional flaw in the Affordable 

Care Act exists because Trump signed a Republican bill 

in 2017 that zeroed out the financial penalty for 

people who didn’t sign up for insurance.  

 That penalty, known as the “individual mandate,” was 

the subject of a celebrated 2012 case in which the 

Supreme Court upheld the law, with Chief Justice John 

Roberts joining the four liberals, on the grounds that 

the mandate was a constitutionally permissible tax.  

 The thinking behind this new lawsuit is that, with 

the penalty now zero, the mandate can’t be a tax ― 

which means it has lost its constitutional validity, 

which means the whole thing has to come off the 

books.  

 To say that argument has flaws is generous. It’s 

genuinely difficult to find a respectable legal scholar 

who will vouch for it. But in December 2018, it prevailed 

before a federal district judge, the conservative Reed 

O’Connor, who agreed that the entire law 

is invalid. 

 The U.S. Court of Appeals for the 

5th Circuit heard it next. In a 2-to-1 

decision, a pair of Republican-appointed 

justices agreed with O’Connor’s basic 

finding. But they also remanded the 

case back to him, with instructions to 

consider more carefully whether 

perhaps some parts of the law can stay. 

 At that point, the Supreme Court grabbed it, 

presumably to put the matter to rest once and for all. 

It is impossible to know which justices voted to take 

the case (it takes only four) or why. 

 

What The Supreme Court Could Do 

 The Supreme Court has already rejected two 

previous challenges to the Affordable Care Act: the 

2012 case and one that it heard in 2015. Legal 

scholars are in wide agreement that this new case is 

significantly thinner than either one of those.  

 But Ginsburg was a vote to uphold the law both 

times. Without her, things become a lot more 

complicated. For starters, because it’s not clear how 

many justices will even be on the court for the hearing. 

 With Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell promising a 

vote on a Donald Trump nominee to replace Ginsburg, 

the court could be back at full strength by early 

November, with a new judge expanding the conservative 

majority to six. But that is only weeks away, which 

means it’s also possible the court would hear the case 

with just eight justices. 

 The liberal judges seem likely to uphold the ACA 

again, and most experts have thought Roberts would 

be inclined to do the same, given that he passed up 

opportunities to invalidate the law when faced with 

stronger legal arguments. It’s entirely possible some of 

the other Republican justices would do the same in this 

case. 

# # # 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/obamacare-supreme-court-

ginsburg_n_5f65597dc5b6480e896edb40  

Jonathan Cohn 
September 19, 2020 
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 Republican Senate Majority Leader 

Mitch McConnell said on Saturday [10/02] 

that he would move to delay the Senate’s 

return to October 19 after President 

Donald Trump and three Republican 

senators announced they had tested 

positive for COVID-19. 

 The pronouncement came with a 

caveat: the Senate Judiciary Committee’s 

confirmation hearings for Trump's 

Supreme Court pick Amy Coney Barrett 

would not be disrupted — they will begin 

on October 12 as planned. 

 Democrats immediately objected to 

sticking with the confirmation plan, saying 

that moving forward puts their safety, 

and that of other Senate staffers, at risk. 

 But there is little they can do to 

postpone or derail Barrett’s committee 

confirmation hearings, experts said, 

though it may get increasingly difficult for 

McConnell to hold a vote in the full 

Senate. 

 The Judiciary Committee needs a 

quorum, in this case seven senators, to 

conduct business and nine, including two 

Democrats, to “transact business,” 

according to its rules. 

 • Reporting out a nomination requires 

  a majority to be present. There are 

  12 Republicans and 10 Democrats on 

  the panel and no Democrats are   

  expected to participate. 

 • Republicans, though, have successfully 

  changed or suspended rules in other 

committees in order to send Trump 

nominees to the Senate for a vote. 

 There are at least three scenarios in 

which Republicans may find it challenging 

to confirm Barrett ahead of the November 

3 election: 

 • If there are enough Republican    

  senators absent or opposed to the   

  process that they cannot reach the 51

  -senator quorum needed to advance  

  to a vote, the process could stall. In  

  this case, the vice president,     

  considered the president of the    

  Senate, cannot cast a tie-breaking   

  vote.  

 • If a quorum is reached, Republicans  

  could still find themselves short of   

  the 51 votes they need to confirm   

  Barrett, even with Pence’s vote.  

 • If Trump’s situation worsens, Pence  

  may need to serve in Trump’s stead,  

  and therefore not be able to act as a  

  Senate tie breaker.  

The full article can be found at 
https://19thnews.org/2020/10/amy-coney

-barrett-confirmation-hearings/ 

 

Potential complications ahead for Amy Coney  

Barrett’s confirmation 
By Amanda Becker 

October 5, 2020 
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 What’s on your political mind? What infuriates you? What 

makes you want to scream?  

 What possible solutions do you have for the problems this 

country is currently experiencing?  What do you feel are the 

greatest problems this country is experiencing?  Name and 

prioritize at least three. 

 What do you think priorities for this country should be 

(aside from kicking out Trump)? 

 How to you feel about reparations for descendants of 

slaves? 

 In what form would you recommend reparations for 

descendants of slaves and why? 

 Would you volunteer to test the Covid-19 vaccine?  

 If a vaccine to combat Covid-19 was distributed by or before 

year’s end, would you take it? 

 If Joe Biden could appoint a Supreme Court justice, would 

you recommend that an African American woman be seated? 

Why ? 

 Are the police, as a rule, too brutal to white and Blacks or just 

Blacks? 

 Why isn’t our club more diverse, or do you think it’s diverse 

enough?    

 The Progressive wants to hear from you on a regular basis 

and these are just a few mind-jarring questions to get you started. 

Of course, you can pick your own topic; you don’t have to use any 

of these! 

 It’s healthy for members of a political club to share their 

thoughts on things that matter to our community and to each of 

us. 

 So, help out the editor and send in your comments, 

suggestions, articles, thoughts, or any debatable or non-debatable 

items to me at redlandsdems@gmail.com. Let’s learn from each 

other, share ideas, and maybe we’ll come up with some solutions.  

Below is our first submission following by another on page 10. 

 

Carole Coley, Editor 

 

 

  

  

 How do I explain a scoundrel like Donald Trump elected 

by a minority of people, including white women? How could 

they choose a womanizer, help foist this cruel, sad monster 

on us? How can my world view be so wrong, that assumed 

we would see through his sham? How could we reward 

behavior so far beyond the pale? I must be just a foolish 

liberal like so many of us, seemingly smug in our ivory 

towers, totally taken aback. 

 Thankfully, Mary Trump helps, laying bare the family’s deep 

dysfunction, Donald’s inherited retardant: rewarded for home 

grown cruelty and unearned bravado while he remained a 

needy child who could not admit failure or even simple 

mistakes, whose bloated ego was protected, even promoted by 

daddy, the same autocrat mentor who gave praise and near 

unending funding to one son while deliberately degrading another, 

pushing Freddy, Mary’s Dad, to an early grave. 

 What can we say about sick family dynamics that helped 

create this bozo, this abject fool who cheated his way into 

college, then into financial misdeeds and public notoriety, 

then bizarrely the electoral college made him president, 

overturning the popular vote they placed a liar in charge with 

keys to the kingdom, including to our nuclear armaments 

who tells his followers and the rest of us that the pandemic 

would fade away magically, despite knowing its true peril, 

admitted when it first appeared. 

 Oh well…just 210,232 deaths so far from total lack of 

empathy and leadership while his sole focus is self-

promotion, winning at any cost. A wannabe fascist 

perhaps, certainly a far-right narcissist we’ve not seen 

before enamored with other autocrats world wide, 

especially Putin and Kim. And don’t get me started 

about climate change, which he writes off as hoax. 

Nobody can be that dumb and irresponsible…can they? 

 So what does matter? How about kindness for 

starters? How about truly giving a damn about real 

people? How about telling the truth for a change?   

 Appreciation for scientific fact is crucially always 

needed  in our social and natural environment, but 

especially now when life and death are clearly at risk 

without truth standards, rumors and rampant conspiracies 

become Donald’s modus. 

 One thing desperately important to a free society is 

simple honesty, care for civil truth. Instead we seem 

adrift, divided, Donald’s many lies inviting chaos and 

disbelief, numbness subject to craven ignorance on the 

one hand, whims of evil genius on the other. He’s gone so 

far as to threaten constitutional subversion when (not if) 

he loses the election.   

 What matters truly does matter, time to awaken 

and shout it to the rooftops. Let’s focus intensely upon 

nothing less than restoring our democracy before we 

lose it. 

  A vote for joe Biden and Kamala Harris would be 

very much in support of that vital cause! 

 

Roger Bell 

former RADC  board member 

What Matters: America at the 

Crossroads 

SPEAK OUT! 

mailto:redlandsdems@gmail.com


“Only Healthy Seed Must Be Sown” 

 For centuries, men have been eliminating 

women’s fertility to stop the procreation of 

undesirable features. Race and class are 

important, and the inferior must be 

eliminated. Just as animals are bred 

to perform certain functions, possess beauty 

and traits that please the owner, they must 

be special to the human species.  

 This practice instituted in humans is called 

eugenics and was first began in modern 

America in the 1900s by Charles Davenport 

and Harry Laughlin. Laws were passed after 

the ERO (Eugenics Record Office) was 

established in 1910 on Long Island. 

Eugenics was widely practiced on poor black 

women in the South. Between 1929 and 1974 

in North Carolina, 7,600 people were sterilized. Out 

of those sterilized, 85% were women and 

girls, while 40% were minorities (most of 

whom were black).  

 The eugenics program was eliminated in 

1977 but legislation permitting involuntary 

sterilization of residents remained on the 

books until 2003. In July 2020, New York's 

Planned Parenthood removed its founder’s 

name Margaret Sanger from its building 

because of her views on eugenics. 

 Data was collected “to improve the 

natural physical beauty, as well as mental, 

temperament, and moral traits of women.”   

 Undesirable traits such as pauperism, 

mental disability, dwarfism, promiscuity, 

and criminality were noted. Indiana was the 

first state to pass the law to enact the 

sterilization in1907, mostly to eliminate 

births out of wedlock. The Supreme Court 

passed this law to prevent so-called 

undesirables from reproducing. California 

was the next state. Their program was so 

robust that the Nazis turned to our state for 

advice on how to prevent reproduction by 

sterilization. (Yet, California prisons are 

said to have authorized sterilizations of 

nearly 150 female inmates between 2006 

and 2010.) 

 It was not until the 1940s that eugenics 

became illegal due to the horror of the 

Nazi’s experiments on the Jews became 

known. 

 Now, in 2020, a brave whistle blower 

exposed eugenics in Trump's America. In 

ICE detention, Latin women are being 

sterilized without their consent. In Irwin 

County, Georgia, Dr. Amin is removing 

performing unwarranted hysterectomies and 

other sterilizations. 

 When Congress voted to condemn ICE's 

horrific abuse, the resolution in Congress 

passed 232 to157. Identified Republicans 

who voted against it are Congressman 

Mark Adomei (R-Nev, 2nd Congressional 

District), Doug LaMalfa (R-CA, 1st 

Congressional District and 2020 candidate), 

and Don Bacon (R-NE and candidate for 

Nebraska’s 2nd Congressional District election). 

With this awareness, let's make sure they 

are voted out by good Democrats. At least 

by making calls to these states, we can 

condemn fascism. 

 I never learned this dark history in 

school. I read it in progressive literature 

online.  

 We must fight for journalism that is real 

and not hidden by our march toward 

fascism. 

~ Nancy Blastos 

RADC Trustee 

SPEAK OUT! 
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 The impeachment process will take 

precedent over any actions currently being 

undertaken by the senate including the 

selection of a Supreme court justice. The goal 

is delaying the senate from acting on anything 

until the Barr impeachment process has been 

completed. 

 I am encouraging you to contact your 

congressional representative in the House 

to demand action to initiate the impeachment 

of Attorney General William Barr for the 

number of incidents that follow in which he 

has obstructed justice. No Attorney General 

has gone so far as Barr in using the office to 

twist the law to politically protect a sitting 

President (I encourage you to click on the links 

provided): 

 

1. His ongoing effort to overturn the conviction 

 of William Flynn, who pleaded guilty.   

2. He intervened in the prosecutions of Trump’s top 

 adviser and longtime friend, Roger Stone, for 

 whom  he recommended a lighter sentence 

 than his  own prosecutors had sought. 

3. Barr appears to have violated Justice Department 

 policy against publicly discussing current 

 investigations. He went on Fox News and 

 called the Russia investigation “one of the 

 greatest travesties in American history,” 

 and  further said, “We’re not dealing with 

 just  mistakes or  sloppiness, there was 

 something  far more  troubling here; and 

 we’re going to  get to the bottom of it.” 

4. Barr ordered the antitrust division to investigate 

 mergers in the legalized marijuana industry 

 simply because he “did not like” the nature 

 of their underlying business. Personal dislike 

 of the industry is not a valid basis upon 

 which to  ground an antitrust investigation. 

 

Stall the Supreme Court Justice approval with impeachment 

proceedings: Impeach Attorney General William Barr for  

obstruction of justice 

Suggested Contacts 

 Contact your congressional representative 

and Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi 

demanding that they delay the selection 

of a Supreme Court Justice by impeaching 

corrupt Attorney General William Barr. 

 Please join me in this effort to save our 

democracy. 

Sam Edison 

RADC Sergeant-at-Arms 
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SPEAK OUT! 

Hon. Pete Aguilar 

109 Cannon House Office Building 

Washington, DC 20515 

Phone: (202) 225-3201 

Fax: (202) 226-6962 

 

DISTRICT OFFICE 

685 E. Carnegie Drive, Suite 100 

San Bernardino, CA 92408 

Phone: (909) 890-4445 

Fax: (909) 890-9643 

 

Hon. Nancy Pelosi, House Speaker 1236 

Longworth H.O.B. 

Washington, DC 20515 

phone: (202) 225-4965 

hours: M-F 9-5:30pm 

 

DISTRICT OFFICE 

90 7th Street 

Suite 2-800 

San Francisco, CA 94103 

phone: (415) 556-4862 

hours: M-F 9-5:30pm 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/12/us/politics/justice-department-roger-stone-sentencing.html
https://www.justsecurity.org/70041/barr-ignores-settled-justice-department-policies-in-run-up-to-2020-elections/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/barr-sends-a-message-dont-ever-investigate-the-president-again/2020/04/13/d8855dda-7b70-11ea-a130-df573469f094_story.html
https://www.salon.com/2020/06/24/william-barr-inappropriately-targeted-marijuana-industry-with-antitrust-probes-doj-whistleblower/


RADC President Lorraine Enriquez volunteered at the 2020 census, food and school supplies 

giveaway on September 26, which was sponsored by Assemblymembers Eloise Gomez Reyes,  

James Ramos and the Community Action Partnership of San Bernardino.  

RADC President Lorraine Enriquez and Assembly-

member James Ramos. 

RADC President Lorraine Enriquez and As-

semblymember Eloise Reyes and Roxanne 

Rios, Vice President of the San Bernardino 

Luncheon Club. 

RADC President Lorraine and Trustee Nancy 
Blastos drop off RADC mailers. RADC is 
mailed 1,000 to Democrats in Highland and 
Redlands. Trustee Frank Garcia (not pictured) 
delivered 200 doorhangers in Loma Linda. 

 These new terrific yard signs will not only help 

get Joe Biden and Kamala Harris get elected but will 

also help advertise our club and get more members. 

 Get your sign today by calling or emailing Jeanne 

Matthys at 909-793-4630 (H); 951-833-8229 (C); 

or yosemitegirl3@verizon.net. She prefers calls over 

texts. Although ActBlue will be available, Jeanne 

prefers payment by cash or check. 

 The sign was designed by Trustee Priya Vedula 

(Publicity). 
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~ OFFICERS ~ 

Lorraine Enriquez, President  

Kristin Washington, Immediate Past President  

Don Singer, Vice President  

 Gilda Gularte, Secretary  

Carole Coley, Treasurer 

~ TRUSTEES AND THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES ~ 
Nancy Blastos (Voter Registration) 

John Coley (Membership) 

Samuel Edison (Sergeant-At-Arms) 

Frank Garcia (Voter Registration) 

Kris Goodfellow (Programs) 

Renee Kern (By-Laws) 

Ana McNaughton (Precinct Development) 

Priya Vedula (Publicity) 

“The Progressive” 

Carole Coley, Editor and Design 

Les Greenberg, Club Photographer/MeetUp Coordinator 

Send articles to: redlandsdems@gmail.com 

“A wise man can play the part of a clown, but a clown can't play the part of a wise man.” 
  

~Malcolm X ~ 

 

~ COMMITTEE CHAIRS ~ 
Eddie Sanchez (Campaign Coordinator) 

Mario Saucedo (Community Outreach) 

Redlands Area Democratic Club 

PO Box 8861 

 Redlands, CA 92373   

Website: redlandsareadems.org  

ATTENTION: Unless otherwise noted, editorials and/or articles that appear in 

The Progressive are the opinions of named contributors and not necessarily of 

the RADC leadership or its members.  
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